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My Cat

The moon is out—
my cat calls me to bed,
even though he’s hiding under it.
I try to put pen to paper,
but I’m distracted,
distracted
by this holy junk of a world.
My cat was anxious,
but the storm’s over now,
his ginger warmth climbs up
like the morning sun to face this place all over again,
with a curl of his tail, a purr,
and a lick, he’s quick to forget
the junk of this world.
Oh, to be my cat:
I could forget I miss you,
forget the Left and the Right,
Russia and Ukraine,
the elections,
the strikes,
the changing climate,
the broke and the woke.
I could be a fraud of confidence and certainty
in this holy junk of a world.

 

My Other Cat

My other cat is Emily Dickinson.
she should have been named Lavinia,
after the Poet’s sister, who was a true cat person.
I don’t think the Poet liked cats. she had a dog,
a Newfoundland, Carlo, named after St. John’s dog,



a  character  in  Jane  Eyre.  I  think  this  explains  Emily’s
otherworldliness,
her unease, and relentless meowing. Her needs are as tiring as
the Poet’s hands,
clawing inside of her dainty gray cage like a parasite.
If I could change her name, it’ll set them both free,
and so will the poems inside of me.
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